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COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

Lyon is committed to developing products and programs that positively impact the 
environment. Whether the goal is creating a healthier environment, lowering operating 
costs, reducing emissions or maintaining an environmentally friendly product delivery 
system, Lyon is the clear cut leader in green initiatives within its industry.

Buying domestic steel (US steel) with recycle content and building locker, cabinet and 
shelving solutions in our three manufacturing plants centrally located in the USA will 
increase the LEED project ratings. Below is our recycled material content statement:

Lyon prides itself on being an organization that is environmentally responsible by using 
environmentally friendly materials in our products and having environmentally sound 
practices and procedures in the workplace. 

Lyon’s products are manufactured from steel that contains a conservatively overall 
estimated 53% recycled steel (36% post consumer and 17% pre consumer). Lyon 
purchases steel from both integrated and mini mills throughout the United States.  

In addition, our packaging materials are made from either recycled or recyclable 
materials. 

Lyon also participates in recycling programs with regard to our waste products generated 
during the purchase and consumption of raw materials and the manufacture of 
products in order to maintain our position as an environmentally friendly and responsible 
organization. As an organization that takes pride in being sensitive to our environment, 
Lyon continually works toward finding new ways to provide products to our customers 
that are environmentally friendly and maintaining procedures in the workplace that also 
do the same.

Further, Lyon has earned UL GREENGUARD Gold Certification. 
Recognized and referenced by more than 400 codes, rating 
systems, and procurement policies worldwide, the GREENGUARD 
Certification requires that products meet some of the world’s most 
rigorous and comprehensive limits for low emissions of volatile 
organic compounds into indoor environments.

The GREENGUARD Gold standard includes health based criteria 
for additional chemicals and also requires lower total VOC emissions levels to ensure 
that products are acceptable for use in environments such as schools and healthcare 
facilities.

Attaining GREENGUARD Gold Certification shows Lyon is serious about making a 
commitment to the environment at all three of the production facilities. This certification 
ensures that Lyon products contribute to healthy indoor environments.

To obtain this certification, Lyon underwent extensive testing and audits conducted 
by UL Environment, one of the most renowned names in environmental testing and 
certification.
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